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“Looking for Life”: Traces of Slavery in the Structures and
Social Lives of Southern Swahili Towns
Felicitas Becker
Department of History, Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
ABSTRACT
This article traces the history of slavery and of post-slavery struggles
for livelihood and status in the layout, the physical structures, and
the social lives of three towns on the southern Swahili Coast:
Kilwa, Mikindani, and Lindi. These towns were long surrounded by
plantations that relied on the labor of enslaved people. In the first
decades of the twentieth century, slave populations dissipated
quickly. In towns, the colonial cash crop economy, voluntary rural-
urban migration, and the decline of slave-owning elites combined
to allow former slaves to assimilate and adopt new urbanite
identities. Sufi orders played a central role in affording ex-slaves a
respectable presence in town. Nevertheless, former slave owners
and former slaves lived in different parts of these towns, former
slaves’ livelihoods were more precarious, and the imputation of
slave origins remains offensive, even today. Indeed, the era of
slavery still divides people and still engages the social imagination.
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This article is concerned with Swahili towns in Tanzania south of the Rufiji River. Going
north to south, they are Kilwa, Lindi, and Mikindani (Figure 1). While it uses the docu-
mentary record, the article primarily focuses on how memories and heritage of slavery
have manifested in these towns over the last two decades, the time I have known them.
This entails taking a long view of the aftermath of slavery, as the way it presented itself
during my visits has been shaped by everything that went before. It also means paying
attention not only to explicit references to slavery, but also to allusion and circumlocution,
and to the way the experience of slavery resonates with other, more recent un-freedoms. In
this way, the heritage of slavery becomes traceable in a region where at first sight it appears
largely evanescent, albeit refracted through a single observer’s experience.
Like slaves, ex-slaves initially were categorical outsiders in the coastal towns: linguisti-
cally, culturally, ethnically, and religiously (Glassman 1995). They were neither the first
nor the last wave of newcomers, but as involuntary and unfree migrants, they were par-
ticularly socially debased, marginal, and economically precarious. In Swahili towns,
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relations between townspeople and immigrants have long been organized dynamically
around a distinction between wenyeji, literally the “owners” of the town (that is, those
with local or first-comer status) and the watu wa kuja, that is, those who came from else-
where (Glassman 1995; Middleton 1992). Importantly, the distinction was always contest-
able, as no single group had the wherewithal to categorically impose its definitions. In the
context of the ongoing economic and political changes of the colonial and post-colonial
periods, these contests enabled ex-slaves to (at least, in part) shed their slave origins
and simply become townspeople. And yet, the heritage of slavery remained divisive.
Three points in particular will emerge from this article’s account. One is that the history
of slavery is present in the physical environment of the towns, sometimes very directly and
sometimes in ways that only become perceptible through the stories people tell about these
environments. Secondly, while slave descendants have largely succeeded in disowning
their slave origins and claiming wenyeji status, the former presence of slaves and slave
owners continues to haunt political imaginations and social relations today. Most,
though not all, people I spoke to rejected slavery as socially and morally wrong. But the
circumlocutions and fudges surrounding the identities of slaves and their descendants
Figure 1. The Southern Swahili Coast, including Kilwa Kiswani, Lindi, and Mikandani. Adapted from
Geographische Anstalt von Velhagen und Klasing in Leipzig, ed. 1893, 118.
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suggest that interviewees sensed danger in these genealogies. Although they pronounced
slavery as safely in the past, their reticence to trace slave lineages indicates that an associ-
ation with slave ancestry could still affect present-day townspeople’s social status, albeit
not necessarily in the same way in everyone’s eyes. This situation also contributes to
this article’s third central point: that certain forms of urban and peri-urban precariousness
were a persistent element of the experience of ex-slaves and slave descendants, as their
livelihoods remained vulnerable. Indeed, over time, the precariousness experienced by
slave descendants has bled into similar experiences encountered by people who were mar-
ginal without being of slave origin.
Slave antecedents, then, could be obfuscated because there were so many overlaying
networks of migration, and because the boundary between watu wa kuja and wenyeji
was almost designed to shift. In the decades after the end of slavery, displacement,
while no longer violent, remained a dominant feature in the history of Swahili coastal
towns (Iliffe 1979; Willis 1991). Tellingly, the most assertive wenyeji prided, and some
still pride, themselves on being descendants of immigrants – albeit high-status, not
enslaved, ones (Kresse 2007; McIntosh 2009). But these wenyeji always coexisted with
other migrants who constantly struggled to assert their belonging in the urban space. In
keeping with recent work on urban social geography in colonial Zanzibar (Bissell 2011),
I argue that the organization of urban space in Kilwa, Mikindani, and Lindi was
suffused with hierarchy, but the hierarchies involved were not stable and were not con-
trolled by colonial rulers. These diverse experiences of displacement and struggle to
belong amid shifting hierarchies also connect the towns discussed here to other cases dis-
cussed in this issue (Bellagamba 2020; Gardini 2020; McDougall this issue). The article
proceeds by first briefly characterizing the sites under discussion and reviewing the histori-
cal context in which their diasporic networks grew, overlaid, and faded. It then moves on
to examining different ways in which the former presence of enslaved people in Kilwa,
Mikindani, and Lindi has remained palpable, or at least becomes so at certain
moments. I conclude by considering the nature and causes of this persistence.
Post-slavery on the Southern Swahili Coast
Studies of the aftermath of slavery in East Africa have focused primarily on islands off the
northern coast, in particular Lamu and Mombasa as well as Unguja and Pemba, known
collectively as Zanzibar. These studies have shown that factors ranging from topography
and climate to legislation, religious networks, and economic opportunity shaped post-
slavery history (Cooper 1980; McMahon 2013; Romero 1997; Stockreiter 2015; Willis
1991). Lamu’s inhospitable surroundings and lack of alternatives to cultivation underlay
its transformation of master-slave relations into ambiguous yet often steep religious hier-
archies in the post-slavery period. By contrast, Mombasa’s booming harbor and dynamic
agricultural hinterland enabled former slaves to reinvent themselves as wage laborers. On
Zanzibar meanwhile, pre-colonial status differences persisted, upheld by colonial rule
despite the economic decline of former slave owners. References to slave status were
thus kept alive and fed into the social tensions that led to the bloody end of the sultanate
in 1964 (Glassman 2012; McMahon 2013).
The southern coast shows a different pattern yet again. Lindi Town was the capital of
the “Southern Province” of colonial Tanganyika. It was similar to Mombasa in its
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economic dynamics in the post-slavery period, but on a much more modest scale: Lindi
became the regional capital of cash-crop trading and retained a regular service by “govern-
ment steamer” (Becker 2019). Thanks to the attendant economic opportunities, it attracted
significant numbers of rural migrants, including ex-slaves. Kilwa and Mikindani, in their
turn, lackedLindi’s commercial andemploymentopportunities, but likeLindi theybordered
on less hostile environments than Kenya’s northern frontier region. Concomitantly, former
slaves here dispersed onto unused lands nearby or scraped by hawking food or fishing in the
shallows.Meanwhile, British policy in Tanganyika was less concerned withmaintaining the
status of Arabs as a privileged intermediary class than on the Kenyan coast, which remained
technicallypartof theSultanateofZanzibar (Brennan2004).Thereligiousnetworksofwhich
Arabswereapartwere therefore internally lesshierarchical; thesenetworksbecamecentral to
the efforts of ex-slaves to claim status in town (compare El Zein 1974; Nimtz 1981). And yet,
the outcomes catalyzed by these relatively benign conditions included a great deal of precar-
iousness, hardship, and lingering status struggles. The following sections examine these out-
comes in detail in each studied location.
Kilwa
In the colonial period, the dominant experience of the entire southern Swahili Coast was at
best that of economic stagnation; indeed, practically everywhere outside Lindi, there was
economic decline. In the case of Kilwa, this decline was particularly devastating. The name
“Kilwa” today refers to three settlements:KilwaKivinje (Kilwaof theVinje trees),KilwaKisi-
wani (Kilwaon the Island), andKilwaMasoko (KilwaMarkets).KilwaMasokowasonlybuilt
asalate-colonialplannedtowninthe1950s.Withitsunusedpavedroads,rustingwater tower,
and crumbling jetty, it is now reminiscent of a person wearing clothing some sizes too large:
the extensive facilities, now in somedisrepair, are amismatch to its currentdiminutivepopu-
lation. Kilwa Kiswani was occupied by at least the eighth century CE and later became a
primary focus of the medieval and early-modern Sultanate. The famed scholar and traveler
Ibn Battuta visited the island in 1331. The Portuguese sacked the settlement in 1505
(Burton 1872; Dunn 1986) and, by the heyday of the slave trade in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, KilwaMasoko had faded. At that time, Kilwa Kivinje was dominant, ship-
ping some 50,000–60,000 captives a year to the Western Indian Ocean (Austen 1988); the
town itself was also surrounded by plantations that depended on enslaved labor.
Around 1900, Kilwa Kivinje remained a small but wealthy town ringed by plantations
worked by slaves. Its wealth at this time is made evident by a list of its mosque endow-
ments, or waqf, compiled by German administrators in 1897.1 This list mentions eleven
buildings, half of them, including the Friday Mosque, following the Shafii legal school
of Islam. Since this school was predominant among the coast Swahili-speaking
Muslims, but not among Omani or Indian immigrants, we can assume that they were
for the use of the town’s Swahili inhabitants. One of the mosques had been endowed
just that year, by one Uledin Mputa, about whom I will mention more in a moment.
Further mosques served Omani Ibadhi, Yemeni Shihiri, and Indian Shia inhabitants.
Together, the mosques, with the houses and gardens intended for their upkeep, were
valued by German administrators at over 50,000 rupees, a staggering sum at the time.
By comparison, no permanent mosque endowments were reported from Lindi the same
year; apparently its mosques depended entirely on occasional donations. In Mikindani,
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the district officer reported “a house, a couple of unimpressive fields and single fruit trees,
whose yield is intended partly for the mosques, partly for the poor.”2
Kilwa Kivinje’s hinterland was difficult to navigate due to a widespread scarcity of
surface water and repeated incursions by Ngoni raiders from further west (Lieder
1894). Enslaved workers here therefore had less opportunity to flee to new patrons than
further south, though marginal agricultural land was available on the coast itself. In
1893, a German agricultural adviser reported that he was impressed with the “discipline”
maintained by the town’s largest plantation owner, Uledin Mputa, suggesting exception-
ally exploitative methods were employed on his fields.3 A major slave trader working out
of the town, Rashid bin Masoud, continued to enslave people at least until 1908, abetted by
German officials who sought his support first against Ngoni raiders and later against anti-
colonial Maji Maji rebels. At one point his would-be collaborators coyly described the
hundreds of women in his entourage as his “wives” rather than slaves.4 Kilwa was the
only one of the three southern towns here examined where an interviewee remembered
the official abolition of slavery in Tanganyika, in 1922, as meaning something. According
to her, it was marked by the bell of a nearby Capuchin mission station ringing, and the
bell’s message was watumwa watoke – that is, in Swahili, “slaves, leave.”5
Just 78 years later, in 2000, visiting Kilwa Kivinje for interviews, I identified about four
buildings that could have been pre-colonial mosques, all in poor repair. Interviewing
during my stay was complicated by a continual back-and-forth chase between police
and young men on the waterfront. The youth were then protesting against the govern-
ment’s intentions, recently made public, to pump the gas from a nearby field directly to
Dar es Salaam, without even electrifying Kilwa Kivinje, which still reverted to candlelight
at dusk. The only guesthouse at that time appeared to be left over from a the era of villa-
gization in the 1970s, when the government resettled peasants in larger settlements and
invested in local “development” schemes such as guesthouses. It was a single-story build-
ing where half-detached asbestos panes, in garish shades of brown and yellow, dangled
from the ceilings. To even reach Kivinje, we had had to take a sharp left off the paved
road to Kilwa Masoko, which itself was a turn off the main Dar-Lindi road, and bump
along a dirt track for twenty minutes. By the time of my visit at the turn of the twenty-
first century, then, it was clear that Kilwa Kivinje had fallen off the map.
Kilwa Kivinje’s economic collapse, in fact, was well advanced by the end of the German
period (Schlieben 1941). In the 1890s, German officials had accused its patricians and
Indian traders of complicity in a rebellion led by a former slave trader, known as Makun-
ganya. They hanged some of the supposed coconspirators, banished others, and levied
hefty fines.6 The economic unraveling of the town continued during the anti-colonial
Maji Maji war of 1905–1907. For example, Uledin Mputa, the slave owner who had
endowed a 5000-rupee mosque in the 1890s, was ruined when fighters from the
Matumbi Hills, long a refuge for people resisting enslavement (Elton 1874), laid waste
to his fields (Götzen 1909). The “presentational economy” central to urban social relations,
with its obligatory feasting and expensive honorific offices, devoured what wealth was left
(Glassman 2012). In the 1930s, officials in Dar es Salaam wrote to their counterparts in
Lindi to request that one of the remaining cannons from the pre-colonial fortifications
in Kilwa Kivinje be sent to Dar for a planned museum. The provincial commissioner
likened this act to stripping the last jewels off a corpse.7 Kilwa Kivinje’s decline is also
reflected in the comments of a German traveler who, in 1936, was particularly pleased
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at how cheaply the former patricians in this region were selling off their heirlooms: Kilwa
Kivinje, he advised his readers, was the place to come for engraved brass trays or silver
daggers (Schlieben 1941).
Yet, what for the former slave-owning patriciate was a story of rapid decline was, for
most others, instead a narrative of persistent lack of economic opportunity – of muddling
along in deep poverty. Unlike the northern Tanzanian coast, where Tanga became the
export harbor for a thriving sisal economy in addition to other crops from the fertile
hills further inland, the “Southern Province” produced next to no high-value cash crops
(Becker 2019). Low prices for the grains it exported were in the interest of plantation
owners elsewhere, and the region was saddled with a massive game reserve that disrupted
old circuits of exchange and made crop- and livestock-raiding animals a constant problem.
Under these circumstances, the most salient heritage of slavery was the evanescence of the
slave economy and its failure to lead on to much else.
Economic hierarchies therefore were brutally leveled downwards. Yet, this also means
that for the very poor, the towns became less forbidding, as those formerly rich joined the
long-standing poor in seeking to mitigate their impoverishment. While some interviewees
in the three different Kilwas (Kilwa Kivinje, Kilwa Masoko, and Kilwa Kiswani) were
adamant about their distinguished ancestry, there were others who were forthcoming
about having arrived from the adjacent rural hinterland, Ungindo, or even from farther
afield.8 Some, indeed, admitted to origins near Lake Nyasa, which strongly suggests that
their ancestors were displaced through enslavement, but nobody would say so directly.
Instead, interviewees relied on a vague yet telling turn of phrase, explaining that their fore-
bears came here kutafuta maisha, “to look for [a] life,” or in more recent developmentalist
language, a livelihood. Used by wizened cultivators bowed with age, this description
implied a modicum of success, even if life had been hard. This emphasis on getting by,
however precariously, resonates with concerns encountered in several papers in this
special issue.
These watu wa kuja (latecomers or newcomers) were concentrated in certain parts of
town, such as Singino Hill. This area was formerly the site of the slave plantations of
Rashid bin Masoud, the slave trader and German ally. Backed by the colonial power, it
is likely that he was able to maintain control of his slaves for longer than most: his long
success in enslaving and controlling captives may be part of the reason why the tolling
of the bell to celebrate the legal end of slavery in 1922 was remembered as meaningful
in Kilwa Kivinje. By this time elsewhere on the southern Swahili Coast, many slave
owners were struggling to hold on to their laborers, who chose to abscond in increasing
numbers even before legal emancipation. But it is also said that bin Masoud died impove-
rished shortly after the British takeover, and though there is a vague reference to tensions
involving “squatters” in the records of colonial Kilwa, it appears that his former slaves
encountered little difficulty in transforming themselves into smallholders on his land pos-
sessions and elsewhere.9 Nevertheless, they remained spatially separated from the parts of
town where patrician homesteads had long stood, while former slave owners continued to
derive benefits from former plantation lands, often now planted in coconut, which needed
little labor input (Bissell 2011).10
For people like those at Singino Hill, references to kutafuta maisha elide enslavement
into voluntary migration, and turn ex-slaves into just so many ordinary newcomers to
town. I would encounter this phrase again and again in my interviews across the
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region. Over time, I came to realize that these words represented more than just obfusca-
tion; they also expressed a reality that became, to some degree, shared between former
slaves and former slave owners, as impoverished patricians, too, moved in search of
opportunity. Some patricians from Kilwa Kivinje made the move to Kilwa Masoko in
the late colonial period, signaling their readiness to participate in the process of modern-
ization extolled by the late-colonial government.11 Meanwhile Bi Chausiku bin Juma, the
Kilwan interviewee who recalled the tolling of the bell in 1922 had, by 2000, long since
moved to Lindi, where her son-in-law struggled to keep a transport business open.12
Nonetheless, she would sit with the junior relatives who cycled in and out of the household
and carefully rehearse with them their Kilwan lineage, generation by generation. She
wanted them to think of Kilwa as their home. Impoverishment, then, has imposed a
diasporic experience on some ex-patricians without removing their sense of superiority.
Mikindani
The processes of leveling downward and living with urban precariousness played out
differently for former slaves depending on how steep social hierarchies had been under
slavery and how total the absence of alternatives to slave-based production remained.
Even around Kilwa, not all enslaved people had been subject to Uledin Mputa’s levels
of violent coercion or “discipline” (Eberstein 1896). In the Mikindani area, a German
administrator in the 1890s claimed that after the death of one plantation owner, his
slaves “negotiated” with his heirs about their future working conditions (Bezirksamtmann
Ewerbeck 1897). The heirs had to acquiesce to such negotiations because these slaves had a
viable alternative: plantations at Mikindani lay close to the Makonde Plateau, which com-
bined several environmental advantages for escapees. The escarpment that defines the
plateau and the distinctive dense thicket growing in its sandy soil complicated attempts
at recapture; these foreboding environmental elements also made dangerous animals rela-
tively scarce. The plateau attracted not just those running away from slavery but also
others seeking to avoid patrician or colonial control. For example, the Makonde Plateau’s
thicket was skillfully exploited by the anticolonial “big man” Machemba, who escaped
German control until 1906. Indeed, the leader of a German expedition against him in
1901 referred to the plateau itself as Machemba’s Riesenbuschboma – that is, his “giant
bush fortress” (Schmidt 1922). Although Machemba had traded in slaves at points
during his long career, he also sheltered escapees from slavery on the plateau.
Under these circumstances, Mikindani’s experience was one of economic decline fol-
lowed by stagnation through much of the twentieth century and, in the late colonial
period, displacement by newly built “modern” locations. As at Kilwa Kivinje, members
of old patrician families once settled at Mikidani have now scattered. When tracing the
history of Sufi congregations here, I noticed that the distinguished name “al-Rufaai”
came up, denoting association with a Sufi order otherwise undocumented in this area.
A patrician al-Rufaai clan, I was told, had been involved in teaching Qadiri ritual in Mikin-
dani. However, they had since moved on. I was advised that if I wanted to know more, I
would have to visit Mnazi Mmoja, the rough settlement at the crossing between the Lindi-
Mtwara and the Lindi-Tunduru roads. The last of the al-Rufaai line had relocated there,
seeking a livelihood among the travelers, truck drivers, and hawkers of everything from
dried fish to out-of-date newspapers.
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Others of Mikindani’s old patricians relocated to the new town of Mtwara, which was
planned and built in the 1940s. These patricians are associated predominantly with a
quarter of Mtwara known as Shangani, a place name used in many Swahili towns. As a
warren of narrow streets just off the main bus stand, Shangani contrasts with more
“modern” parts of the town – those built around its deep-sea harbor or to house employees
of European development agencies. Shangani is a busy part of Mtwara but also slightly
disreputable in comparison to the new commercial quarter that Mikindani’s Indian
traders built after moving here, known, tellingly, as maduka makubwa or “big shops.”
Around 2000, at the time of my research, the spatial layout of the town reflected continu-
ing social divisions between residents: the Finnish-built quarter near the seashore con-
tained the seaside bar of choice for expatriates; Maduka Makubwa was the place to go
for imported electronics; Shangani specialized in Swahili snack foods such as vitumbua
rice cakes and samosas, and Muslim sermon recordings. The Swahili patriciate’s secular
experience of lost status, then, was vividly expressed in the layout of the town. But so
was their ability to maintain some social practices of great local importance, such as the
production of highly valued foodstuffs.
The proximity of Mikindani to the Makonde Plateau remained an important factor in
shaping the town’s social structure and population long after the era of slavery. Just as
those absconding slavery had found it relatively easy to blend into the Makonde popu-
lations on the plateau, so too did Makonde people find it easy to migrate in the opposite
direction and make their own mark on the town. The plateau has long been the most
densely populated part of the region, and thus it has exported people to all nearby
coastal towns, especially Mikindani (The Government of Tanganyika Territory 1926,
25).13 Today, many people in Mikindani speak Swahili with a lilting, singsong intonation
that recalls Makonde, a tonal language. One of the Sufi chapters in the town, moreover,
performs verse not only in Swahili, but also in the Makonde language. These verses are
often referred to as mawaidha, a term originally applied to praise poems for the
Prophet Muhammad. However, in reality, their subject matter remains diverse: for
example, the performers translated one of them as a song of lament over a baby’s grave.
This Makonde or, perhaps, more broadly “up-country” influence on Mikindani’s
coastal culture can be traced to the era of slavery. For example, in 1897, a German admin-
istrator in the area reported, in keeping with many other sources, that people here prac-
ticed sacrifices in front of trees associated with ancestral spirits (Berg 1897). While in the
countryside the donation offered was typically flour, in Mikindani he reported the use of
Wimpel, literally “bunting” – presumably pieces of cloth left to flutter in the branches. In
the more recent past, shrines in rural areas would also come to include cloth.14 In Mikin-
dani, though, the association between trees and worship is now preserved and mediated
through what the tree stands next to: a mosque.
In the mid-2000s, elders whom I interviewed in Mikindani held that the oldest extant
mosque in their location was a tiny building wedged between the seashore and the coastal
road, in the shade of a massive baobab tree. Baobab trees, I had been told on occasion,
made good sacrificial sites because their girth recalled a woman’s pregnant belly (Alpers
1971). The mosque’s origins lay, as so often is the case, with an immigrant-founder.
Against the typical pattern of such founding narratives, this immigrant was not a high-
status Arab, but rather an African, though whether from the coast or the near interior
was not clear. In addition, he was said to also have planted the baobab tree.15 Nonetheless,
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it is clear that an Arab eventually came into the picture. Near the mosque also stands a
grave: a low, slightly ornamented, rectangular brick wall just large enough to enclose
the pit. What sets it apart from all other such graves on the southern coast is its pillar,
which is a common feature of old grave sites on the Kenyan coast and known on the Tan-
zanian coast at least as far south as Tanga. In the Southern Swahili Coast, however, it is
otherwise unknown. This grave was said by Mikindani residents to hold the remains of
an Arab settler from the distant past.
Around 2003, when work got under way to improve the region’s roads, this mosque was
marked for demolition with a big, red, spray-on “X.” In anticipation of the demolition, I
tried to take photos of the mosque and the tree together, showing their juxtaposition. They
did not come out well with my little point-and-click camera, but the process was nonethe-
less revealing. As I tried from near and far, my research assistant Zuhura Mohamed, a
well-educated, urbane woman originally from Lindi, hovered nearby, teasing me. “Don’t
step too close to the baobab,” she advised, “it may swallow you.”Her words reflect the rec-
ognition, however mocking, of the continued power of the tree – a perspective that ulti-
mately reflects Makonde and other upcountry cultural currents. The juxtaposition of
this Arab grave, the not-quite-ordinary baobab tree, and the African-founded mosque
is emblematic of how patricians, slaves, former slaves, and plebeian migrants from the
countryside have made Mikindani together. Somebody seems to have noticed, as the
ensemble was still standing in 2015, when the roadworks were completed.
Lindi
Lindi’s experience was somewhat different from Kilwa’s and Mikindani’s because of the
relative resilience of the local economy, thanks to the town’s status as a provincial capital
and main harbor for the region. The town’s more central position in the colonial govern-
ment and economy also means that the archival record here is richer. We can, for
example, more clearly trace some forms of ex-slaves’ struggles, particularly those related
to religious practice. We should note at the onset that not all former slaves in Lindi
started the post-slavery period from the same social and economic position. Interviewees
in Lindi noted that in the areas of Kitunda and Mbanja north of the town, workers
owned by Swahili patricians had lived in village-like settlements.16 By contrast, along the
Mroweka Stream west of Lindi, a branch of the Zanzibari-Omani Barwani family had
been running plantations since the 1820s where, according to one interviewee, slaves
were “kept like chickens” (Becker 2013).17 As with Makunganya in Kilwa, though, a
falling-out with German officials did much to ruin the Barwani family’s prosperity: amid
German paranoia following the Maji Maji anti-colonial rebellion, the Barwanis were
accused of supporting a secret Islamic movement and one of their patriarch’s wives died
in prison.18 Meanwhile, the administration prioritized the interests of German planters
recently arrived in the area over those of established patricians. These German newcomers
were constantly complaining of a shortage of wage laborers. In this context, many former
slaves moved into wage labor and smallholder cultivation (Deutsch 2006).
Thanks to the opportunities offered by the cash crop trade, the harbor, and an increas-
ing number of Indian-owned plantations, the colonial history of Lindi is less dominated
than Kilwa’s by newly penniless patricians scattering and upcountry people quietly scrap-
ing by in town. Rather, colonial Lindi’s history focuses on the conflict of “old money”
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versus “new.” In the street plan, this division appears as that between the two central town
quarters of Mikumbi and Ndoro. Mikumbi is Lindi’s equivalent of Kilwa Kivinje: the home
of the pre-colonial patriciate. Ndoro, now unquestionably the center of town, sprang up in
the colonial period as the site of the market, the transport hub, and, above all, the home of
Lindi’s Indian cash-crop traders (Becker 2019; Iliffe 1979).
These two quarters form the core of a social topography that has come to include many
more quarters, with diverse ethnic and social connotations. As former slave plantations
emptied and Lindi grew in the colonial period, the town became a layered agglomeration
of migrant networks. Some such networks retained links to a rural home; others, most
notably those of former slaves displaced by force, did not. But here again, both formerly
enslaved people and other migrants from rural areas had recourse to the same turn of
phrase to explain their arrival: kutafuta maisha – that is, to find a life or a livelihood.
The vagueness of this phrase was enormously useful in eliding slave ancestry. It enabled
a kind of barefoot cosmopolitanism that became a defining feature of the town. Reminis-
cent of Canada’s “majority-minority” towns, in Lindi, the claim that “we’re all migrants
together” helped people of potentially antagonistic ancestry rub along. But let’s be clear:
this kind of claim did not defuse social tensions; rather, it only helped to manage them.
To trace continuing lines of conflict, it is helpful first to characterize the town’s two
primary quarters with their differences, and then to follow the conflict over Sufi ritual
that explicitly pinned one against the other in the late colonial period.
Mikumbi abuts directly on the shore of Lindi Bay, adjacent to the area that was once the
town’s harbor (now used only by local fishermen, a daily ferry to Kitunda peninsula, and
the occasional touring sailing boat). Between the harbor proper and Mikumbi sits an area
marked, on one corner, by the town’s only remaining gofu la Kiarabu, Arab ruin, a round
tower of no clear function. Townspeople say that there were once more such ruins, but
they were leveled in the colonial period to make way for the Provincial Commissioner’s
golf course. After independence, in turn, the golf course made way for a football
stadium. Ringed by a high cement-panel wall on which young men like to perch on
match days, the stadium is also used for the grand assemblies on Eid and for electoral cam-
paigning events, a core part of the town’s social infrastructure.
As it is close enough to the sea to catch the breeze, it is easy to see why Mikumbi was
once considered a favored location. Today, with its plots much subdivided, Mikumbi is, by
local standards, a “high-density” neighborhood with many dwellings in poor repair. Due
to the closeness of the ocean, its shallow wells easily become brackish, and since the return
of cholera to this area in the 1970s, some people prefer to line up at deeper wells on the
outskirts of the quarter during cholera season. Some of the plots also become waterlogged
during the rains. Nevertheless, among the families still living here are the descendants of
the Jamalidinis, a patrician scholarly family known from the German colonial archive. Its
earlier generations were recognized partly for a tenzi, or epic poem about the Maji Maji
War that had little good to say about the rebels (Jamaliddini 2006). Their most lasting con-
tribution, though, was running the town’s first chapters of the Qadiri Sufi order, which was
noted for accepting marginal people among its followers even before Maji Maji.19
In response to my inquiries about the Jamalidinis’ living descendants, interviewees
pointed in two very different directions. On one hand, there was the household of
Mohamed Abdi: a fairly well-kept home in a slightly elevated spot whose head, always
in kanzu robes and never in trousers, spent much time on his baraza verandah conversing
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with visiting fellow elders. Mzee Abdi claimed that in the colonial period, the British
recognized, on the basis of papers he held, that he owned the freehold to a considerable
part of Mikumbi and was entitled to collect ground rent.20 After colonialism, though,
the fiery TANU Youth League leader and housing minister, Lawi Sijaona, had heavily cur-
tailed his claims. As a member of a generation that identified deeply with the indepen-
dence movement, Mzee Abdi accepted the decision, but it was still evident at the time
of our interview that it had rankled him. His experience reflects the ways in which the
socially conservative British administration had protected some of the privileges of
former slave owners, which the radical early independence years ultimately eroded.
When it came to my questions specifically about the branch of the Qadiriyya order of
Sufism founded by the Jamalidinis, though, I was directed towards a man called Fadhil
Zubeiri, who lived in a ramshackle, waterlogged home right in the middle of Mikumbi.
A slightly nervous, soft-spoken man barely in middle age, Zubeiri was the representative,
of sorts, for his ailing great aunt, the last living Qadiri leader in the town descended from
the Jamalidinis. Much more than Mohamed Abdi, he alluded to the long-standing quasi-
familial connections of his family to people in the area around Mbanja village, where they
had once had plantations; in other words, to their former slaves.21 Much like the written
sources from the German period,22 he emphasized the inclusive nature of the Jamalidinis’
Qadiriyya chapter. At the same time, he elaborated a narrative according to which their
religious leadership had been a form of sacrifice. As he saw it, the orientation of the
coastal towns’ old wenyeji towards religious learning had come at the expense of their
pursuit of wealth in the world. To him, their piety was the cause of their poverty.
Not all descendants of slave owners remained in the Mikumbi quarter. Some (by the
appearance of their homes, the economically more resilient) had relocated to Ndoro in
the course of the colonial period. Among them, the most outspoken was a man called
Sharifu Shehani Zaina. Mzee Zaina’s home showed many signs of faded wealth: the
solid construction and thick coat of paint; a portrait of General Nasser hanging in the
living room; a little truck with busted tires rusting away right next to his baraza. As his
name indicated, Mzee Zaina considered himself a descendant of the prophet. A fairly
light-skinned man, he was adamantly proud of his Arab ancestry. He was also adamant
that slavery had been right and proper. As he put it, “slavery is slavery and slave status
still exists because it is written in the Muslim book, the Quran.”23 Concomitantly, Mzee
Zaina would reminisce with a sneer about the speeches of Tanzania’s first president,
Julius Nyerere. He was particularly indignant about Nyere’s post-independence slogan
watu wote sawa – that is, “all humans are equal.” Yet while he disdained this egalitarian-
ism, the trappings of his home and its location in Ndoro, amid the material infrastructure
of the cash-crop trade and the administration, showed that he sought to claim other
aspects of modernity. The ambiguities of his position become particularly evident when
considering debates in Lindi about ritual among Muslims in the late colonial period.
Sufism and claims to urban belonging
In 1948, Mzee Zaina, then a young man, had written a letter to the governor’s office in Dar
es Salaam, pleading for the ban on Sufi maulidi celebrations in Lindi to the lifted; this ban
had been imposed by then-provincial commissioner John Rooke Johnston.24 At the time
of our interview in 2000, Zaina pronounced Rooke Johnston’s name with even more
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disdain than Nyerere’s appeals to equality. The controversy that had led Rooke Johnston
to impose the ban highlights the role of Sufism in enabling plebeian newcomers, including
former slaves and their descendants, to claim a form of uenyeji or “native child” status in
town. Collective Sufi rituals gave plebeian townspeople a legitimate, respectable form of
visibility. At the same time, the controversy, which centered on the permissibility or other-
wise of using drums in Sufi rituals, also demonstrates that status differences rooted in the
era of slavery continued to shape ritual and social life in the late colonial period (Becker
2008; Nimtz 1981). Although Lindi was the main flashpoint of this dispute in the 1950s,
similar incidents could be found in practically identical form in Kilwa and Mikindani.
The association of Sufism with unruly urban crowds and patrician Muslims’mistrust of
Sufi ritual in the late pre-colonial period both have been clearly documented (e.g., Glass-
man 1995). With the end of slavery and long-distance trading, status contests in the towns
became less dramatic, and patricians’ explicit objections to Sufi ritual went quiet (Bang
2003).25 During the British period, colonial officials generally treated Sufi celebrations
as a harmless diversion, often barely noted in records of the time. In my own research,
very diverse interviewees, from both Shadhili and Qadiri Sufi chapters, from different
towns, and from both marginal and privileged backgrounds, recall the Sufi sheikhs as
equally welcoming to all and deeply committed to the education of newcomers to town.
One descendant of Makonde immigrants to Lindi described her Sufi sheikh as a
father.26 Through Sufi performances, plebeian migrants of both enslaved and free ancestry
gained a legitimate ritual presence in town.
Yet, there was one feature of Sufi ritual on which members of different chapters dis-
agreed sharply: the use of tambourine-like drums called duffu. This disagreement was
behind the Provincial Commissioner’s total ban of Sufi maulidi celebrations in 1948.
The connection between the duffu controversy, post-slavery social hierarchies, and the
social geography of Lindi town is here traced by examining the arguments made
against the drums, and the antecedents and spatial distribution of opponents and support-
ers of the duffu. The Jamalidini family’s branch of the Qadiriyya Sufi order was based in
Mikumbi and was the oldest in Lindi. They rejected duffu as an innovation not warranted
by scripture and Sufi tradition.27 To them it was simply ngoma, dance, indistinguishable
from the drums used by upcountry newcomers in Lindi in their non-Muslim rituals.
Duffu, they believed, disrupted the serenity of Sufi ritual. In other words, it was suspect
as incompatible with the calm that forms part of the freeborn patrician’s demeanor,
and also, perhaps, it was just a bit too African. In this sense, Qadiris who rejected duffu
projected themselves as the heirs to a particular notion of the dignified bearing of a patri-
cian that was firmly rooted in nineteenth-century hierarchies.
Duffu was introduced among Lindi’s Qadiris by a shehe (Muslim sheik) named Shehe
Badi who, after studying in Mombasa, took up residence in Ndoro. Unlike the Jamalidinis,
he was of obscure origin, born to Makonde parents in the tiny townlet of Sudi, formerly an
Omani settler’s slave-exporting outlet. But he returned from Mombasa with a wife who
was a daughter of the Mombasan shehe known as Mwinyi Abudu, himself a popular antag-
onist to the patrician Mazruis there; Shehe Badi also came to Lindi with the cachet that
came with studying in a big town abroad (Pouwels 1981). British officials in the town
responded well to him and briefly made him the town’s official kadhi, Islamic judge. As
Ndoro outgrew Mikumbi in its population and size, so too did the growth of Badi’s
Qadiri chapter outpace that of the Jamalidinis’ (Becker 2008).
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With the new town center dominated by an upstart rival, the Jamalidinis’ Sufi Qadiri
chapter recruited more actively on the outskirts, among recent, mostly Mwera-speaking
arrivals to town. In this way, a coalition of fading patricians and marginal new townspeo-
ple came to oppose the use of duffu, which had established itself right in the center of the
colonial town, Ndoro, under the leadership of a shehe who was himself a new arrival.
Shehe Badi’s success at setting a template for a kind of Muslim urbanity that included
former slaves and their descendants is evident in the fact that Sharifu Shehani Zaina,
too, identified fully with the history of this Sufi chapter, pleading with the government
on its behalf, despite his insistence on his own patrician antecedents and the legitimacy
of slavery. Although the archive contains no response to Zaina’s own letter, colonial
officials worked with Zanzibari Sufi leaders to end region-wide controversies over duffu
(and elsewhere, over other aspects of ritual) that had erupted in the heightened ferment
of the late colonial period. Shehe (sheiks) found a compromise formula that defined
duffu as a customary rather than religious practice, while declaring it nevertheless reli-
giously acceptable. A bit like the botanical-architectural ensemble of mosque and tree
in Mikindani, this compromise shows how people of diverse antecedents who laid
claim to different forms of belonging in Lindi nevertheless found ways to tolerate each
other. Yet, memories of what had constituted high status in the era of slavery continued
to shape ideas of propriety.
In Lindi, the continuing ambiguous character of slavery-era definitions of status is
reflected in the way they are seen as displaced and yet remain influential. This contradic-
tion is evident in a series of disputes about succession and the use of mosques within Sufi
chapters in town. Fed by the same kind of ferment as the duffu controversy, these disputes
point to underlying tensions around coastal townspeople’s claims to superiority, whether
defined by Arab descent, greater access to Islamic knowledge, or a more refined material
culture. The Jamalidinis’ Qadiri Sufi chapter fractured after Khalifa bin Abdulkarim, their
colonial-era leader, died in the 1950s: one branch chose a descendant of Khalifa’s as his
successor and the other branch selected a recent Mwera immigrant from the margins of
town.28 Over in Mikindani, a similar succession dispute led to one Sufi chapter acquiring
female leadership around this time. Shehe Badi in Ndoro, meanwhile, emigrated, so to
speak, from the centrally located mosque he had so far used; he left over what he perceived
as disrespect from the elders involved in this mosque’s administration. His followers built
him a new, somewhat rougher, mosque in an area that was only just being integrated into
the town at the time.29
Despite such tensions and fissions, all the different factions in town contributed to
maintaining the notion that the coast maintained an edge over the interior when it
came to cultural and material sophistication, as well as standard of living. For example,
when I interviewed a Shadhili leader in Mingoyo, a former slave plantation center near
Lindi, he reminisced about how wily coastal people used to be, taking advantage of
rural people coming to town to sell their crops.30 In an area where the countryside experi-
enced severe deprivation for much of the inter-war period, interviewees living up country
agreed. Not only Islamic knowledge came from the coast; every single factory-made item
also had to be bought there. I was confronted with the persistence of the notion of the coast
as a site of comfort in 2000, when I scaled the only mountain in Mwera country, an extin-
guished volcano known as Ilulu, in the company of two people from a nearby village. Once
we had reached the boulder on top, they sat down to enjoy the breeze, with the words hapa
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pwani, in Swahili “here is the coast.” Yet, however real the pleasure of taking in the breeze
on the beach at Mikumbi, the continuing discourse of coastal sophistication also obscures
real vulnerabilities. It allows marginal townspeople to identify with the perceived advan-
tages of the urban setting; it provides an unimpeachable rationale for coming to the coast
and thus obscures “push-factors” for migrants, such as slave ancestry and forced
displacement.
Post-colonial refractions of slavery
As evident in the conflicts over duffu,mosques, and Sufi succession in the run-up to inde-
pendence, the ending of colonialism provided a caesura in the history of relations between
slaves’ descendants and slave owners’ descendants. Nyerere’s slogan watu wote sawa (that
is, “all humans are equal”) took on very specific meanings in post-slavery contexts. In the
early days of independence, in a former slave plantation village near Lindi, the son of the
largest slave owner, long protected by the British, was accused of addressing others as his
slaves; he was subsequently marched to the local office of TANU (the Tanganyika African
National Union, the principal anti-colonial political party) and made to publicly apolo-
gize.31 Raising others’ slave antecedents became unacceptable, as one informant put it,
something only done by drunks in palm wine shacks.32 The effect of slavery’s obsolescence
in the postcolonial period has already been touched upon, for instance in the terminal
decline of Kilwa Kivinje. Nonetheless, memories of or allusions to the institution recur
both expectedly and unexpectedly, even today. The following paragraphs expand on the
way the slave past keeps making appearances in everyday exchanges and political
claims; this constant presence in local discourse makes it hard to be sure just how obso-
lescent, or not, slavery is.
Kilwa
When I arrived in Kilwa Kivinje in 2000 for my research, the slave past had become an
unstable signifier in contemporary debates about religious revival and political dissent;
it was simultaneously a focus of memory, resentment, and revival. During the running
confrontation between young men and police on the waterfront in 2000, one observer
sitting nearby commented on the banner of the Civic United Front, the Zanzibar-based
political party with Islamist overtones that some of the youth were flying. He remarked
that that “they want to bring back the Arabs and slavery.” This comment is enormously,
complicatedly suggestive. It shows that some ways of being Muslim were still associated
with ethnic Arab allegiance; it also reflects how “the Arabs” had become convenient scape-
goats – a vanishing demographic on which to blame the ills of slavery.
The youths who had brought the CUF flag to the confrontation, though, had a very
different way of alluding to the slave past in their turn. They belonged to the loosely
assembled movement known as Ansuari Sunna, that is, “the followers of the way” of
the prophet; Ansuari Sunna represented Tanzania’s instantiation of the movements of
Islamist political discontent and ritual reform that have occurred in many parts of
Africa (Becker 2008; Loimeier 2003). By 2004, they had inspired concerted efforts to
spruce up what was left of the mosques from Kilwa Kivinje’s slave-trading heyday. The
buildings were freshly painted and their perimeters marked with carefully placed parts
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taken from the transmission of a large truck, also painted white, which achieved a certain
decorative effect.
Getting a representative of the Ansuari to speak to me was difficult, and the only one
who agreed to meet was based in Kilwa Masoko, not Kivinje. He did not comment on the
history of slavery directly.33 He did, however, emphasize the role of Islam as a long-stand-
ing force for prosperity and cultural progress. Conversely, he characterized the position of
Muslims in the post-colonial Tanzanian state as one of subjection and disenfranchisement.
Most revealingly, he reminisced at length, and with intense bitterness, about the exca-
vations at Kilwa Kisiwani that had been run by the British archaeologist Neville Chittick
in the early days of independence (Chittick 1974). Chittick, he said, had treated the
workers he hired from Kivinje with nothing but contempt, providing poor pay and
working conditions. In effect, he treated them like slaves, and his contempt had extended
also to their finds. In this manner, the Ansuari leader targeted accusations of exploitation
and highhandedness at Europeans, abetted by the post-colonial state. He exuded an
intense sense of loss and alienation. Indirectly, his condemnation of slave-owner-like
behavior by Europeans signaled the need to counter the association of Arabs with slave
ownership, which risked undermining the valorization of Arabicate Islamic practice
that many Ansuari pursue.
Yet, among my interview respondents in the town, there were also Muslims with no
specific doctrinal affiliation, including some of undistinguished, mainland African ances-
try and plebeian status, who nevertheless emphasized Kilwa’s closeness to Arab Islamic
history. They would point out, for instance, that it was an older center of Islamic learning
than Zanzibar.34 A hundred years earlier, the most high status holders of Islamic knowl-
edge in Kilwa would have dismissed the ancestors of these interviewees as alien and
unsuited to such learning. By the 2000s, though, these mainstream Muslims’ assertions
about the geography of religious knowledge bolstered their claim to membership of the
town’s Sufi Muslim congregation. They spoke without the bitterness that characterized
the Ansuari, and without contrasting Arab religious leadership with European condescen-
sion and exploitation.
Mikindani
In Mikindani, similar tensions were observable. However, in the encounters through
which I traced these tensions, there was less bitterness and more resignation. As men-
tioned above, like Kilwa Kivinje, Mikindani is now overshadowed by a late-colonial
town, Mtwara. Mtwara’s spatial layout vividly expresses the shifts in hierarchies that
occurred during the colonial period, with its distinctions between the Indian commercial
quarter, the administrative and aid-focused quarter, and the unplanned Swahili quarter.
Mikindani itself is now the last stop for the route taxi before Mtwara, a tiny suburb domi-
nated by precarious livelihood strategies based on coastal fishing and peri-urban farming.
In Mikindani’s center, the history of slavery has become a pastiche, a tourist gimmick.
Down a steep slope from the German-era government fortification or boma that towers
over the settlement stands a German-era market hall, built to encourage “legitimate”
trade from the hinterland. When a British real estate developer restored the boma
around 2000 as an upmarket hotel (an investment that apparently helped him lower his
tax bill), he also recruited so-called “volunteers” to repaint the market hall. Referred to
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now as a “slave market,” this building was promoted to tourists as a sight. Its attractiveness
has been much reduced, though, by the insistence of local authorities on bricking up the
building’s elegant arches. Nearby stands a building that, according to a commemorative
plaque, housed David Livingstone before he set out on his journey up the Ruvuma
River. The imperial traveler and fierce critic of slavery, then, is made to provide touristic
interest right next to a misidentified site of the trade. Few tourists really make it here,
though.
Near the town’s center, a well-trained sheik, known as Shehe ‘Eba, operated out of a
German-erabuildingoriginally executed in coral stone; this buildingwas gradually reverting
backtomudandwattleconstructionat the timeofmyvisit in theearly2000s,as thecrumbling
walls were being patched up. ‘Eba was a descendant of another man incarcerated by the
German government. His madrasa (Quran school) was the only one in the region that
taught the writing of Swahili in Arabic script. While proud of his distinguished, part-
Arabic ancestry and his authentic Islamic knowledge, Shehe ‘Eba was clear on the injustices
associated with slavery. Hementioned slaves being beaten for their masters’ transgressions,
slaveowners’refusal tocountslavesasworshipperswhenassessingthesizeofaFridaymosque
crowd, and the devaluation of slaves’ testimony in court.35 But perhaps his most suggestive
comment came in a half-sentence implying that God did not allow Arab families to thrive:
“God is great,” he said, before observing that Arab owners tended to have far more children
with theirAfricanwives thanwithArab ones. The fading ofArabs’ somatic difference along-
side their social privileges, he suggested, was God’s intention.
The actions of another inhabitant of the town pointed at the quiet tenacity of the notion
of the Arab trader-cum-cultural-broker, of its high status, and of the importance of
somatic markers for it. He was a trader in pearls and ornamental shells. Pearl diving is
mentioned at Mikindani, alone on this stretch of coast, in the colonial record for the
1920s.36 Over a couple of years in the early 2000s, Chinese buyers “harvested” what
pearls they could find here. Their interest prompted the opening of a shop on the Mikin-
dani waterfront that combined trade in the usual household necessities found in most
kontena shops with a semi-legal trade in products of the sea; besides pearls and decorative
shells, the occasional turtle shell or lump of ambergris would be thus sold. The owner of
the shop presented himself as Arab, and while his features could have been African, his
skin was a very light brown. Once we were well away from the shop, though, my research
assistant Zuhura Mohamed asked me whether I had noticed his yellowish hue and the
slightly raw-looking areas on his cheeks. According to her, they were an indication that
the shopkeeper used mkorogo, skin-whitening cream, to achieve his “Arab” appearance.
The use of mkorogo is widely acknowledged, but mostly among women. The term
means simply “that which is stirred together” and refers to unregulated, potentially
toxic backyard products. Mweupe, lakini wa mkorogo (in Swahili, “she is light-skinned,
but from mkorogo”) is a way a woman might be described in her absence. The judgments
on beauty that underlie this product’s use are very likely connected to both slavery-derived
and Western (that is, slavery-derived by a different route) associations of light-skinned-
ness with high status. Yet, these connections were rarely made explicit by interviewees;
at most, they were hinted at. In the case of the trader in Mikindani, one may wonder
whether he sought to appeal to Chinese or European buyers as a “fellow expatriate” or
to maintain a myth in the eyes of other townspeople. If it is the latter, then my research
assistant Zuhura’s reaction suggests that they may humor but not believe him. His
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business, meanwhile, scraped along on the borders of legality as rare shells are subject to
export restrictions. Notwithstanding the trappings of the Arab trader’s identity that he
surrounded himself with, he participated in the experience of urban precariousness.
Lindi
Lindi, too, saw conflict between the Ansuari and mainstream Muslims, especially around
the turn of the twenty-first century. But, in keeping with the town’s lesser role in slave
trading and its greater role in the colonial economy, the political subtext was less
focused on the past roles of Arabs as slavers or, conversely, paragons of Islamic civilization.
Instead, the conflict focused more on the significance of independence as either a moment
of liberation or one of loss (Becker 2008). In the fabric of the town, the oppressive face of
the post-colonial government was particularly visible in the history of Nachingwea, a new
quarter that came into being during the era of villagization in the 1970s, when many new
settlements were founded as part of this collectivist economic scheme. Nachingwea’s
history demonstrates the persistent vulnerability of people of slave extraction, which
was certainly economic but also extended to state incursion more generally. Much of
Nachingwea is constructed in mud and wattle, and some of it is straw-thatched. This is
a poor neighborhood: some houses here become waterlogged during the rains and
others cling perilously to slopes. Not all interviewees I met here were welcoming, and I
suspect that some of them were dragooned into speaking to me by local officialdom, in
the way poor people may be.37 More than elsewhere, I was here introduced to women.
Yet, not so much in the interviews themselves as around their edges, in passing conversa-
tions, the outlines of the backgrounds of these interviewees emerged. Nachingwea, it
turned out, was a product of villagization. That villagization had the perverse effect of
leading to a dramatic spurt in urbanization has been observed previously (Iliffe 2016).
But, while much of this move to the cities was in effect “distress migration” by people
who found their relocated villages unlivable, in the case of Nachingwea, people had
been ordered directly to this peri-urban location by the government (Schneider 2014).
The homes they had been made to abandon were located in Kitunda, the peninsula
opposite Lindi. Given Kitunda’s lack of road connections despite its closeness to town,
as well as its economic dependence on perilous open-sea fishing and declining sisal planta-
tions, it is easy to see how “clearing” the area might have appealed to the technocratic
mindset of the villagization years. But such a move also meant displacing people who
had put down roots in an area where, in all likelihood, many of their ancestors had
been enslaved. Indeed, there was one woman from a fading formerly patrician family in
Ndoro who claimed that her family’s plantations had been in Kitunda.38 In the colonial
era, slave plantations in Kitunda were replaced with sisal ones; the labor needs of these
new sisal operations would have enabled former slaves to break with their former
owners and become wage laborers (Deutsch 2006). Some rows of the large agaves could
still be seen across the bay in 2000. Through villagization, the modernizing Tanzanian
state subjected Kitunda’s slave descendants to yet another experience of forced removal.
In recent years, privileged metropolitan clients of the same state are rumored to be secur-
ing land on Kitunda for holiday homes. In this particular location, then, slave antecedents
had a similar effect to what Benedetta Rossi (2015) has described, on a much larger scale
and over a longer time frame, forNiger. Being of slave descentmade people vulnerable to the
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whims of a technocratic, developmentalist state and its neoliberal reincarnation. By contrast,
there is little of the explicit political mobilization described by Gardini in Madagascar
(Gardini 2020). Still, sitting with legs outstretched on their dusty pounded-earth floors after
long days on theirfields, thewomen thus displaced toNachingwea exudeda quiet,flinty pride.
In Lindi’s patrician quarter Mikumbi, the area’s status as formerly sophisticated also
worked its way into passing remarks in conversation. The most striking example came
from a dressmaker, a gruffman well practiced in utani, the respectfully-disrespectful com-
mentary that, if practiced among relatives, is known as “joking relationship” to anthropol-
ogists. It is a pervasive feature of the use of Swahili in Tanzania. When he asked for a piece
of paper on which to note down the measurements of a customer in the household of my
research assistant Zuhura’s stepmother in Mikumbi, he was handed an exercise book that
contained some scrawled lines of writing in Arabic characters, brought home from
madrasa, Quran school, by one of the children in the household. Nyumba hii, kila kitu
cha dini, commented the dressmaker, halafu wote wachawi – that is, “in this house, every-
thing has to do with religion” followed a beat later by “then they’re all witches.” Jokingly,
he referenced both the connection between religious and witchcraft knowledge, and
Mikumbi’s reputation for being rife with witchcraft.
Of course, witchcraft rumors were not limited to Mikumbi. It was only after hiring a
research assistant from Lindi’s Christian minority that I heard that rumors of fatal witch-
craft flew around Mzee Zaina, the patrician in Ndoro; more specifically, he was suspected
of having caused his nephew’s death. But the fact that such suspicions adhered to him only
reinforces the association between economic decline, persistent claims to high status,
privileged religious knowledge, and witchcraft. Witchcraft is often thought to be the
work of an envious mindset, and it is easy to imagine the inhabitants of declining
Mikumbi looking across the main road to their neighbors in upstart Ndoro with envy.
Likewise, for those who have seen their economic means dwindle, occult means may
provide compensation (McMahon 2013; Moore and Saunders 2001). Mikumbi’s associ-
ation with witchcraft, then, highlights the ambiguities of Mikumbi’s position as economi-
cally deprived, yet socially powerful and religiously well connected.
Conclusion
The social divisions produced first by slavery and then by the struggle to overcome ex-
slave status or to maintain patrician status were foundational to the physical structures
and spatial layout of the towns discussed here. These cities’ different quarters vividly
reflect the shifting hierarchies, the inequality, and the diversity that resulted from inhabi-
tants’ struggles to belong and secure a livelihood. From emancipation to peasantization,
villagization, and the reconstruction of urban infrastructure under the recent neo-liberal
aid regime, every era has left its traces in these towns.
Clearly, there are shared patterns, such as the decline and displacement of formerly patri-
cian neighborhoods, and the expansion both of plebeian immigrants’ and new commercial
quarters. Yet the way in which different people, even of similar social backgrounds, moved
through these spaces and epochal shifts were very individual, ranging from the quiet pride
of Nachingwea’s paupers to the raucous discontent of Kilwa’s youth, from the ex-patrician
Shehan Zaina’s bitterness to Shehe ‘Eba’s quiet self-reflection. Such diversity brings to
mind Rossi’s emphasis on tracing what she calls “trajectories” – that is, the individual
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paths tracedby formerslaves throughstructuresofconstraint that, albeitmadeupof thesame
elements, configured themselves differently for each person (Rossi 2015).
Thisdiversity adds to thedifficultyof bringing the evanescence-yet-persistenceof slavery-
derived hierarchies in this region into focus. Today, it would be possible to spend days or
weeks enjoying the breeze on these towns’ beaches and the local fried chicken, samosas, or
bean stews coexisting in their eateries (of course, all foodswithdistinctive cultural, gendered,
and status connotations) without ever becoming aware of this heritage. This is also true of
elementsof social life thathearkenback toslaveryandpost-slavery: theSufi rituals,witchcraft
rumors,anxietiesaboutskincolor,orpolitical loyalties inflectedbyex-patricians’senseof loss
orslavedescendants’quest for full citizenship.Similarly, thediasporicexperiencesof somany
townspeople, the choices they either lacked or had to make about maintaining ties, recon-
structing them, or letting them wither are overwhelmingly a private matter. For those
whose ancestors’ enslavement has been obscured with the phrase “they came looking for
life,” ancestral places of origins such as Nyasa, Mozambique, or Ungindo are little more
than names. Their importance is dwarfed by that of the trajectories of the two to three gener-
ations since: where ancestors cut the bush and built homes, who they married, who went to
school, and whomoved to town.
In a sense, this is an emancipatory andperhaps even conciliatory outcome. The sequence of
“emancipation without abolition” in the early twentieth century (Deutsch 2006), plebeian
immigrants subsequently claiming a place in coastal culture through Sufi ritual, and the
latter invocation of Nyerere’s slogan “all humans are equal” as an endorsement of their
rights in the mid-twentieth century has afforded slave descendants an integral part in towns
that are much less spatially segregated along former slave and former slave owner lines than
is still the case, for example, in theUnited States. Slavedescendants’ status here is also lessmar-
ginal thanthatofex-slaves (orde-facto still-slaves) inSahelianWestAfricansocieties.Patrician
discontents and Islamist provocateurs aside, a consensus on themoral repugnanceof slavery is
well establishedontheSouthernSwahiliCoast.Consider that inMingoyovillagenearLindi, the
descendantofthevillage’sbiggestslaveownersandtheplebeian leaderofa localSufichapterare
now neighbors of similar social status and are on friendly terms.
And yet, it remains easier to trace the heritage of slavery through the struggles of former
owners than through those of its former victims. Many, though not all, of the leaders in
debates over duffu were of patrician origin. The dispersal of their families is easier to
trace, as they actively preserve memories of their families’ origins and movements. Although
Ndoro was the economic and social center of Lindi at the time of my research visit, patrician
Mikumbi generated more gossip and invited more reminiscence and commentary. More-
over, while the category of the mwenyeji (town “owner” or first-comer) has lost much of
its exclusionary force, this idea still readily serves attempts to formulate claims to hierarch-
ical difference. For example, its influence is apparent in the discursive association of duffu
with African-ness and in Sufi succession disputes. Further, the readiness of Islamic activists
to adopt the stance of the aggrieved patrician descendant, the unabated popularity of
mkorogo skin whitening, and a myriad of throwaway remarks to me about individuals’
ethnic associations and knowledge of urban ways make clear that this dynamic is not in
the past. So does the fact that slave descent remains a thing to be obscured, not asserted.
The situation today aligns with Jonathon Glassman’s observations about the Swahili
Coast some 150 years ago: then, while social relations in coastal towns were often
fiercely contested, the terms in which these contests took place tended to be derived
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from the rhetoric of the hegemonic groups – the powerful, not the marginal (Glassman
1995). Thus, while the meaning of uenyeji has changed and is malleable, the category
nonetheless remains important. Of course, the Swahili and Islamic terms in which
coastal patricians defined their entitlement and belonging have lost much of their political
valence. The post-colonial state has inherited most of their political clout, while Sufi
egalitarianism, formal education, and increasing religious diversity have chipped away
at their social and cultural dominance. This is one of the roots of patrician descendants’
discontent. But in the daily lives of men competing for elder status and women competing
over the organization of sumptuous celebrations, fiercely local, kienyeji skills, and connec-
tions, from family trees to pilau rice recipes, remains crucial. In myriad little ways, towns-
people of long standing retain an edge here.
Ultimately, this ambiguous state of affairs raises questions concerning the meanings of
emancipation and the uses of memorialization. Does the fact that ex-slave descendants
have silenced, rather than reclaimed, their painful heritage constitute a, however
qualified, victory? Or, rather, does their avoidance of the topic signal their continuing mar-
ginalization? Should they be challenging notions of uenyeji, coastal sophistication, and
light-skinned beauty? Is a case to be made for the heritage of slavery, currently so
central yet so evanescent in these towns, to be explicated, made visible, and memorialized?
If so, how? Practically all my conversations on the topic suggest that residents of the towns
discussed herein would prefer to tread very, very lightly around the history of slavery. Yet,
there was also the plebeian Sufi leader in Mingoyo, a man well in his eighties, who stood up
to act out the labors of the slaves who, he said, had been forced to shovel mud out of the
local stream in a failed bid to make it navigable. He wanted them remembered. There is
currently little reason to think that these questions and dilemmas will be aired in Tanzania.
But they will continue to work themselves out in the social lives, and the personal, reli-
gious, and political commitments of its people.
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